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Abstract. Searching for associations between entities is needed in many
areas. On the Semantic Web, it usually boils down to finding paths that
connect two entities in an entity-relation graph. Given the increasing
volume of data, apart from the efficiency of path finding, recent research
interests have focused on how to help users explore a large set of associ-
ations that have been found. To achieve this, we propose an approach to
exploratory association search, called Explass, which provides a flat list
(top-K) of clusters and facet values for refocusing and refining the search.
Each cluster is labeled with an ontological pattern, which gives a concep-
tual summary of the associations in the cluster. Facet values comprise
classes of entities and relations appearing in associations. To recommend
frequent, informative, and small-overlapping patterns and facet values,
we exploit ontological semantics, query context, and information theory.
We compare Explass with two existing approaches by conducting a user
study over DBpedia, and test the statistical significance of the results.

Keywords: Association exploration, clustering, exploratory search,
faceted search, ontological association pattern.

1 Introduction

Searching for associations (a.k.a. relationships) between two entities is needed in
many areas. For instance, a security agent may be interested in the associations
between two suspected terrorists. A historian may study the associations between
two politicians in history. Researchers may be curious about the associations
between each other in an academic network.

Carrying out association search over unstructured data on the Web, e.g. web-
page text [15], is not an easy task because direct relations between entities need
to be extracted from ambiguous text, and finding indirect associations may even
have to integrate information from multiple sources. In recent years, association
search has been facilitated by the availability of graph-structured data on the
Semantic Web, which exactly describes entities and the relations between them,
and can relatively be easily integrated from different sources. In such an entity-
relation graph, associations between two entities are explicitly captured by the
paths that connect these two vertices. Association search is then transformed
into path finding [3], and it faces two challenges when entity-relation graphs
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become very large: how to efficiently find associations, and how to help users
explore a large set of associations that have been found. The latter challenge will
be addressed in this paper.

We meet this challenge by realizing exploratory search for associations. Ex-
ploratory search [16] is designed to serve complex and uncertain information
needs, which is often the case in association search. It aims to help users ex-
plore, process, and interpret a large set of search results via continuous and
exploratory interaction, mainly based on statically defined facets or dynamically
generated clusters [9]. Distinguished from existing work on exploratory associa-
tion search [10,19], our contribution is summarized as follows.

– Our approach to association exploration, called Explass, provides a flat list
(top-K, rather than a hierarchy [19]) of clusters for refocusing. Each cluster
is labeled with an ontological association pattern (or pattern for short),
which makes up of classes and relations and preserves the path structure of
association. It can give users a conceptual summary of the associations in
the cluster.

– To obtain clusters, i.e. to recommend patterns, we propose to firstly mine
all the significant patterns that are highly relevant to the query context by
formulating and solving a data mining problem, and then find top-K ones
that are as frequent and informative as possible while sharing small overlap
between each other by formulating and solving an optimization problem.

– In this novel solution, the frequency of a pattern reflects its relevance to
the query context. The informativeness of a pattern is learned from the
entity-relation graph according to information theory. The overlap between
patterns is identified based on ontological semantics and query context.

– Further, Explass integrates patterns with facet values, which are classes of
entities and relations appearing in associations, and can be used to refine the
search as filters. Rather than showing all of them [10], we adapt the above
solution to recommend top-K ones. We will show that patterns and facets
are complementary in terms of usage in association exploration.

– We implement a prototype of Explass based on DBpedia. To investigate how
patterns and facets help users explore associations in practice, we compare
Explass with two existing approaches by conducting a user study, and test
the statistical significance of the results.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 presents an overview of Explass. Section 4 gives some preliminar-
ies. Section 5 and 6 describe the recommendation of patterns and facet values,
respectively. Section 7 reports a user study. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Definitions of Association. Given an entity-relation graph, association be-
tween entities has various definitions. Anyanwu and Sheth [3] defined four types
of associations, in which path-based association has received the most attention
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and is adopted by this paper. Among other definitions, in REX [6], an association
conforms to a certain constrained graph pattern, and is obtained by combining
paths. In Ming [12], an association between a set of entities is a connected sub-
graph containing all of them. In this paper, we will not address these different
definitions, and will only deal with path-based association.

Association Discovery and Ranking. Discovering path-based associations
boils down to finding paths in an entity-relation graph, which is a challenge
when the graph is large, and has attracted considerable interest [7,11]. However,
what we focus on in this paper is a problem that follows, namely how to help
users explore a large set of associations that have been found. So far, major
efforts addressing this issue were made to appropriately rank associations so that
more important ones could be shown earlier. Existing ranking methods exploit
various structural features of an association [1,2], consider query relevance [20],
and produce personalized results [5]. Complementary to ranking, another line of
research builds on exploratory search, and our approach belongs to this category.

Exploratory Association Search. Exploratory search [16] serves complex
and uncertain information needs, and expects search systems to facilitate cogni-
tive processing and interpretation of a large set of search results via continuous
and exploratory interaction that goes beyond lookup and ranking. Facets and
clustering are two popular methods for realizing this [9]. Facets are usually stat-
ically defined, whereas clustering lets search results speak for themselves. Both
facets and clustering have been widely adopted in Web search and, in particu-
lar, in entity search [14,17]. Recently, they have also been adopted in association
search [10,19]. Among existing attempts, RelFinder [10] employs classes of enti-
ties and relations appearing in associations as facet values for refining the search
and filtering associations. RelClus [19] organizes associations inclusively into a
hierarchy of clusters for refocusing, where each cluster is labeled with a pattern.
In this paper, we realize exploratory association search in a new way. Our Ex-
plass integrates both clusters (i.e. patterns) and facets (i.e. classes and relations)
and, in particular, it provides a flat list (top-K) of informative patterns, thereby
avoiding deep and complicated hierarchical organization as well as very gen-
eral and meaningless high-level patterns met on RelClus. Technically, different
from [10,19], we give our attention to the recommendation of patterns and facet
values, and consider their frequency, informativeness, and overlap by exploiting
ontological semantics, query context, and information theory. We will compare
Explass with RelFinder and RelClus in a user study.

3 Overview of Explass

Before formally introducing Explass, in this section, we illustrate the exploration
operations it supports. A prototype based on DBpedia is available online.1

As illustrated in Fig. 1, after obtaining a set of associations between two enti-
ties, Explass recommends a set (top-K) of path-structured patterns (cf. Sect. 5)

1 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/explass/

http://ws.nju.edu.cn/explass/
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Fig. 1. A prototype of Explass based on DBpedia

and a set (top-K) of facet values (cf. Sect. 6) for further exploration. Firstly,
all the associations matching a recommended pattern are clustered and placed
under this pattern, which provides a conceptual summary of these associations.
It is followed by the number of these associations in parentheses, and is expand-
able/collapsible to show/hide them for refocusing. Associations not matching
any recommended pattern are placed at the end. Secondly, a pattern can also be
used as a filter to refine the search. After that, search results will be limited to
those matching this pattern, and all the recommendations will be re-computed.
Filters in use can be canceled. Thirdly, classes of entities and relations appearing
in associations comprise facet values, each of which is followed by the number of
associations to expect if using this class/relation as a filter to refine the search
and limit search results to those containing its instance/occurrence.

4 Preliminaries

Table 1 and Fig. 2–4 comprise a running example in this paper.
Let ΣE, ΣC , ΣR be the sets of all entities, classes, and relations (i.e. proper-

ties connecting entities), respectively. An entity is an instance of one or more
classes, as illustrated in Table 1. For each class c, let I(c) be the set of all its
instances. Classes are organized into a class hierarchy describing the subclass-
superclass relation denoted by �C , as illustrated in Fig. 3. At the top of the
class hierarchy, ENTITY represents a superclass of all other classes, and every
entity is an instance of this class. Similarly, a relation hierarchy describing the
subrelation-superrelation relation denoted by �R is illustrated in Fig. 4, the top
of which is called RELATED.

Entities and the relations connecting them form an entity-relation graph,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, which is formalized as a labeled directed graph G =
〈V,A, s, t, lV , lA〉, where
– V is a finite set of vertices,
– A is a finite set of directed arcs,

ENTITY
RELATED
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Table 1. Entities and Their Classes

Entity Class

Alice, Bob Person, ENTITY

PaperA, PaperB, ConfPaper,
PaperC, PaperD Publication, ENTITY

ArticleA
JArticle,
Publication, ENTITY

ConfA, ConfB Conference, ENTITY

Alice Bob

PaperB
PaperC

PaperD ArticleA

firstAuthor

cites

cites
extends

secondAuthor

firstAuthor

firstAuthor

ConfB
inProcOf

chair

PaperA
secondAuthor

inProcOf ConfA
reviewer

Fig. 2. An entity-relation graph

ConfPaperJArticle

Publication Conference Person

ENTITY

Fig. 3. A class hierarchy

firstAuthor secondAuthor

author

reviewer chair

role

RELATED

extends

citesinProcOf

Fig. 4. A relation hierarchy

– s : A �→ V returns the source vertex of each arc,
– t : A �→ V returns the target vertex of each arc,
– lV : V �→ ΣE returns the unique label of each vertex, which is an entity, and
– lA : A �→ ΣR returns the label of each arc, which is a relation.

An association from an entity eS to an entity eE comprises the labels of
the vertices and arcs (i.e. entities and relations) in a path in G from eS to eE
where no vertices are repeated and arcs not necessarily go the same direction. To
differentiate between the two directions of an arc, the label r of each “reverse” arc
going from eE to eS is substituted by a pseudo-relation ˆr. In particular, ˆri �R

ˆrj if and only if ri �R rj ; and for the top relation, ˆRELATED = RELATED. Then
formally, corresponding to a path v0a1 · · · anvn from eS = lV (v0) to eE = lV (vn)
which is an alternating sequence of vertices and arcs, an association of length n
from eS to eE is an alternating sequence of relations and entities, r1e1 · · · en−1rn,
beginning and ending with a relation, and subject to

– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, ei = lV (vi), and
– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if s(ai) = vi−1, then ri = lA(ai); otherwise, ri = ˆlA(ai).

For instance, the entity-relation graph in Fig. 2 contains five associations of
length 3 from Alice to Bob:

Z1 : ˆsecondAuthor PaperA inProcOf ConfA reviewer

Z2 : ˆfirstAuthor PaperB inProcOf ConfB chair

Z3 : ˆfirstAuthor PaperB cites PaperC firstAuthor

Z4 : ˆsecondAuthor PaperD ˆcites PaperC firstAuthor

Z5 : ˆsecondAuthor PaperD ˆextends ArticleA firstAuthor

(1)

An ontological association pattern (or pattern for short) provides an abstrac-
tion of association by substituting entities with classes they belong to and op-
tionally substituting relations with their superrelations. More formally, a pattern

Alice
Bob
Person
ENTITY
PaperA
PaperB
ConfPaper
PaperC
PaperD
Publication
ENTITY
ArticleA
JArticle
Publication
ENTITY
ConfA
ConfB
Conference
ENTITY
RELATED
RELATED
Alice
Bob
secondAuthor
PaperA
inProcOf
ConfA
reviewer
firstAuthor
PaperB
inProcOf
ConfB
chair
firstAuthor
PaperB
cites
PaperC
firstAuthor
secondAuthor
PaperD
cites
PaperC
firstAuthor
secondAuthor
PaperD
extends
ArticleA
firstAuthor
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of length n is an alternating sequence of relations and classes, r1c1 · · · cn−1rn, be-
ginning and ending with a relation. An association Z = r1e1 · · · en−1rn matches
a pattern P = r′1c′1 · · · c′n−1r

′
n, denoted by Z ∈ M(P ), if

– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, ei ∈ I(c′i), and
– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ri �R r′i.

For instance, both Z1 and Z2 in Eq. (1) match several different patterns such as

P1 : ˆauthor ConfPaper inProcOf ENTITY RELATED . (2)

To also allow entities to appear in a pattern, for each entity e, a pseudo-class
psc(e) is introduced that has e as its only instance, i.e. I(psc(e)) = {e}, and is
a subclass of every other class that e belongs to. Then, Z1 also matches

P2 : ˆauthor psc(PaperA) inProcOf ENTITY RELATED . (3)

5 Pattern Recommendation

Given Z, a set of associations from an entity eS to another eE found in the entity-
relation graph G, we aim to recommend up to K patterns for exploring Z. We
firstly mine all the significant patterns that are highly relevant to the query
context, and then find up to K of them that are as frequent and informative as
possible while sharing small overlap between each other.

We assume the associations in Z are all of length n. Otherwise, we can group
them by length, and recommend patterns for each group and show all of them.

5.1 Mining Significant Patterns

Given Z and a pattern P , to characterize the relevance of P to the query context,
we define the frequency of P w.r.t. Z as

freq(P ) =
|hits(P )|

|Z|
hits(P ) = {Z ∈ Z : Z ∈ M(P )} ,

(4)

which is in the range [0, 1]. For instance, given Z comprising the five associations
in Eq. (1), the frequency of P1 in Eq. (2) is 2

5 because it is matched by Z1 and Z2,
i.e. by 2 out of the 5 associations.

We aim to find all the significant patterns, denoted by PZ , namely those
having a frequency higher than a threshold τ ∈ [0, 1]. We formulate it as a
frequent closed itemset mining problem (FCIMP), which has been extensively
studied in the field of data mining [8]. A tricky issue in the formulation is how
to encode the path structure of association and pattern.

Specifically, each association in Z corresponds to a “transaction” (which
is a set of “items”) in FCIMP, and an “item” is a position-relation pair in
{1, 3, . . . , 2n − 1} × ΣR or a position-class pair in {2, 4, . . . , 2n − 2} × ΣC . An

author
ConfPaper
inProcOf
ENTITY
RELATED
author
PaperA
inProcOf
ENTITY
RELATED
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association Z = r1e1 · · · en−1rn, as a “transaction”, contains a position-relation
pair 〈2i−1, r〉 if ri �R r, and contains a position-class pair 〈2i, c〉 if ei ∈ I(c). For
instance, Z1 in Eq. (1) contains 〈1, ˆsecondAuthor〉, 〈1, ˆauthor〉, 〈1, RELATED〉,
〈2, psc(PaperA)〉, 〈2, ConfPaper〉, 〈2, Publication〉, 〈2, ENTITY〉, etc.

Then, we use CHARM [18] to find all the frequent closed “itemsets” being
subsets of at least τ |Z| “transactions”. From such a frequent closed “itemset”, we
try to obtain a pattern by selecting, if possible, one position-relation or position-
class pair for each position in {1, 2, . . . , 2n−1} and arranging these relations and
classes in ascending order of their positions. Once achieved, it can be proved that
the pattern obtained is a significant pattern, and all the significant patterns can
be obtained in this way. The proof is straightforward and is omitted due to lack
of space.

5.2 Finding Frequent, Informative, and Small-Overlapping Patterns

Among all the significant patterns, we aim to find up to K ones that are as
frequent and informative as possible while sharing small overlap between each
other. In the following, firstly we define the informativeness of a pattern and
the overlap between two patterns. Then we formulate and solve an optimization
problem to integrate frequency, informativeness, and overlap.

Informativeness. A significant pattern may provide little information and be-
come meaningless, e.g. one comprising only ENTITY and RELATED. However, we
prefer to recommend informative patterns. To quantify the informativeness of a
pattern, we measure the informativeness of each class and relation in the pattern.

As to classes, the idea is that a class having fewer instances is more specific and
thus more informative. We formulate it using information theory. Specifically,
for each class c, let pr(c) be the probability that a random entity belongs to c.
By estimating it based on the entity-relation graph G = 〈V,A, s, t, lV , lA〉, we
measure sinf (c), the self-information of the event that c is indeed observed as a
class of some entity:

sinf (c) = − log pr(c)

pr(c) =
|{v ∈ V : lV (v) ∈ I(c)}|

|V | .
(5)

For instance, given G in Fig. 2, sinf (ConfPaper) = − log 4
9 because 4 out of

the 9 entities in G belong to ConfPaper. Further, we normalize sinf (c) into the
range [0, 1] as the informativeness of class c:

sinf N (c) =
sinf (c)

log |V | . (6)

As to relations, the idea is similar but more complex because a relation has two
ends (i.e. connecting two entities), called the source end and the target end, and
each of them can be treated as a random variable. We separately process the two

secondAuthor
author
RELATED
PaperA
ConfPaper
Publication
ENTITY
ENTITY
RELATED
ConfPaper
ConfPaper
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ends and integrate the results. Firstly, we treat the target end of a relation r as
a random variable and measure its entropy, denoted by

−→
eta(r), which quantifies

the expected value of the self-information of its outcomes (i.e. all possible entities

appearing at the target end of r, denoted by
−→
val(r)). By estimating −→pr(r, e), the

probability of observing each outcome e based on G = 〈V,A, s, t, lV , lA〉, we have
−→
eta(r) = −

∑

e∈−→
val(r)

−→pr(r, e) log−→pr(r, e)

−→
val(r) = {e ∈ ΣE : ∃a ∈ A, (lA(a) �R r, t(a) = e)}
−→pr(r, e) = |{a ∈ A : lA(a) �R r, t(a) = e}|

|{a ∈ A : lA(a) �R r}| .

(7)

For instance, given G in Fig. 2,
−→
val(firstAuthor) = {Alice, Bob} because only

Alice and Bob (2 times) appear at the target end of firstAuthor, and Bob

appears 2 out of the 3 times so that −→pr(firstAuthor, Bob) = 2
3 . Further, we

normalize
−→
eta(r) into the range [0, 1]:

−→
etaN (r) =

−→
eta(r)

log |{a ∈ A : lA(a) �R r}| . (8)

The source end of r is processed analogously, and its normalized entropy is de-
noted by

←−
etaN (r). To integrate

−→
etaN (r) and

←−
etaN (r), we calculate their harmonic

mean in the range [0, 1] as the informativeness of relation r:

eta(r) =
2 · −→etaN (r) · ←−etaN (r)
−→
etaN (r) +

←−
etaN (r)

. (9)

Finally, the informativeness of a pattern P = r1c1 · · · cn−1rn is obtained by
adding up the informativeness of the classes and relations it contains:

inf (P ) =

n−1∑

i=1

sinf N (ci) +

n∑

i=1

eta(ri) . (10)

Overlap. Patterns sharing considerably large overlap are redundant and will not
be recommended together. We identify two types of overlap between patterns.

Firstly, given two patterns P = r1c1 · · · cn−1rn and P ′ = r′1c
′
1 · · · c′n−1r

′
n, we

check the subclass-superclass and subrelation-superrelation relations in all their
corresponding positions. Based on the following two functions:

ssC(ci, cj) =

{
1 if ci �C cj or cj �C ci,

0 otherwise,

ssR(ri, rj) =

{
1 if ri �R rj or rj �R ri,

0 otherwise,

(11)

firstAuthor
Alice
Bob
Alice
Bob
firstAuthor
Bob
firstAuthor
Bob
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we define the ontological overlap between P and P ′ in the range [0, 1] as

ovlpO(P, P
′) =

∑n−1
i=1 ssC(ci, c

′
i) +

∑n
i=1 ssR(ri, r

′
i)

2n− 1
. (12)

For instance, the ontological overlap between P1 in Eq. (2) and P2 in Eq. (3)
is 5

5 because �C or �R holds in all the 5 positions.
Secondly, we check to what extent P and P ′ are matched by common asso-

ciations in Z. By using the Jaccard similarity, we define the contextual overlap
between P and P ′ in the range [0, 1] as

ovlpC(P, P
′) =

|hits(P ) ∩ hits(P ′)|
|hits(P ) ∪ hits(P ′)| , (13)

where hits is given by Eq. (4). For instance, given Z comprising the five associ-
ations in Eq. (1), the contextual overlap between P1 in Eq. (2) and P2 in Eq. (3)
is 1

2 because P1 is matched by Z1 and Z2, and P2 is matched by Z1.

Optimization. In PZ , the set of significant patterns mined from Z, we aim to
find up to K ones that are as frequent and informative as possible while sharing
small overlap between each other. It can be formulated as a multidimensional
0-1 knapsack problem (MKP) [13]. Specifically, each Pi ∈ PZ corresponds to a
candidate “item” to be selected whose “profit” is freq(Pi) · inf (Pi) and whose
“weight” is 1, when the “capacity” of the “knapsack” is K. For each pair of pat-
terns sharing considerably large ontological or contextual overlap, an additional
constraint is introduced to require that they are not selected together.

More formally, we number the patterns in PZ from P1 to PN=|PZ |, and intro-
duce a series of binary variables xi to indicate whether pattern Pi is selected.
Then we formulate a MKP as:

maximize
N∑

i=1

xi · freq(Pi) · inf (Pi)

subject to

N∑

i=1

xi ≤ K ,

N∑

i=1

xiw
j,k
i ≤ 1 for j, k = 1, . . . , N s.t. j = k and

ovlpO(Pj , Pk) ≥ μO or ovlpC(Pj , Pk) ≥ μC ,

xi ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, . . . , N ,

(14)

where μO, μC ∈ [0, 1] are thresholds, and

wj,k
i =

{
1 if i = j or i = k,

0 otherwise.
(15)
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MKP is NP-hard [13]. To find a reasonably good feasible solution within rea-
sonable running time, we use a greedy algorithm that considers the “items” (i.e.
patterns) one after another and puts an “item” into the “knapsack” if adding this
“item” would not violate any constraint. We use the following greedy heuristic
to order the “items” in descending order:

g(Pi) =
freq(Pi) · inf (Pi)

w(Pi)
, (16)

where w(Pi) returns the total “weight” of Pi in all the constraints. That is,
priority is given to patterns that are more frequent, more informative, and share
considerably large overlap with fewer patterns in PZ .

6 Facet Value Recommendation

We also aim to recommend up to K classes of entities and K relations appearing
in the associations in Z as facet values. In accordance with the recommendation
of patterns, we adapt our solution described in Sect. 5 to recommend facet val-
ues that are as frequent and informative as possible while sharing small overlap
between each other. To achieve this, we only need to redefine frequency, infor-
mativeness, and overlap for facet values. In this section, we will do this only for
classes due to lack of space. Relations can be processed in an analogous way.

Firstly, given Z and a class c, similar to Eq. (4), we define the frequency of c
w.r.t. Z as

freq(c) =
|hits(c)|

|Z|
hits(c) = {r1e1 · · · en−1rn ∈ Z : ∃ei ∈ I(c)} .

(17)

For instance, given Z comprising the five associations in Eq. (1), the frequency
of Conference is 2

5 because its instances ConfA and ConfB appear in Z1 and Z2,
respectively, i.e. in 2 out of the 5 associations.

Secondly, the informativeness of c has been given by Eq. (6).
Thirdly, two classes c and c′ share ontological overlap if one of them is a sub-

class of the other, i.e. ssC(c, c
′) = 1 according to Eq. (11). Contextual overlap

between classes is defined similar to Eq. (13) by using hits given by Eq. (17).
When formulating a MKP, for each pair of classes sharing ontological or consid-
erably large (i.e. ≥ μC) contextual overlap, an additional constraint is introduced
to require that they are not selected together.

7 User Study

To investigate how patterns and facets help users explore associations in practice,
we invited twenty university students to carry out association exploration tasks
over DBpedia by using Explass and two existing approaches to association ex-
ploration. By analyzing subjects’ responses to questionnaires and their behavior
during the experiment, we mainly aimed to test the following two hypotheses.

Conference
ConfA
ConfB
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H1. For association exploration, providing a flat list (top-K) of frequent, infor-
mative, and small-overlapping patterns (as on Explass) is more satisfying
than an inclusive hierarchy of patterns (as on RelClus [19]).

H2. Patterns and facets are notably complementary in terms of usage in associ-
ation exploration, and thus providing both of them (as on Explass) is more
satisfying than only one of them (as on RelFinder [10] and RelClus [19]).

7.1 Data Sets

We used DBpedia in our experiment. Specifically, the entity-relation graph was
obtained from the mapping-based properties data set, excluding RDF triples
containing literals. Classes of entities were obtained from the mapping-based
types data set. Class and relation hierarchies were obtained from the DBpedia
ontology. The short abstracts and images data sets were used to provide a textual
description and an image for each entity, respectively, which will be detailed later.

7.2 Tasks

To the best of our knowledge, there were no benchmark association exploration
tasks available for evaluation. So we established a set of association exploration
tasks to be used in our experiment as well as in future research. Our association
exploration tasks were derived from the 100 training queries2 provided by the
multilingual question answering challenge of the QALD-3 evaluation campaign,
which mentioned a total of 72 distinct entities in DBpedia. The names of these
entities (e.g. Abraham Lincoln) were submitted to Google Search, some trigger-
ing Google’s Knowledge Graph to return related entities that “people also search
for” (e.g. George Washington, John F. Kennedy). For each search, among the
entities returned that could also be found in DBpedia, the first one (e.g. George
Washington) was selected, and then an association exploration task was defined
in the following way.

Suppose you will write an article about the associations between Abra-
ham Lincoln and George Washington. Use the given system to explore
their associations and identify several themes to discuss in the article.

In this way, 30 distinct tasks were defined. However, three were removed because
in each of these tasks, the number of associations of length 1–4 (which was
the setting for the systems in the experiment) found between the two entities
was less than one hundred, making the task not very challenging; and one was
removed because the two entities belonged to different classes, making this task
inconsistent with the others. Finally, the remaining 26 tasks3 were to be used in
the user study, one of which was specifically for tutorials.

2 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/

qald/3/dbpedia-train.xml
3 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/explass/tasks.txt

http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/3/dbpedia-train.xml
http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/3/dbpedia-train.xml
http://ws.nju.edu.cn/explass/tasks.txt
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Table 2. Pre-task Questions and Responses about Exploration Context

Question
Response: Mean (SD) F (2, 38)
Explass RelClus RF (p-value)

I think this task is difficult. 3.30 3.80 3.35 2.372
(1.22) (0.77) (1.27) (0.107)

I’m familiar with the domain of this task. 1.75 1.30 2.00 2.684
(0.97) (0.47) (1.08) (0.081)

7.3 Participant Approaches

We (re-)implemented three association exploration approaches over DBpedia to
be compared in the user study: Explass, RelClus [19], and RF (based on [10]).

In all these systems, subjects started with two entity names, which were then
mapped to two entities by the autocomplete functionality. Of each length from 1
to 4, up to one thousand associations between the two entities were found. When
presenting them, each entity involved was accompanied by its image (if available,
as illustrated in Fig. 1), and hovering the mouse over an entity activated a pop-up
showing its textual description. Both images and pop-ups were to help subjects
quickly understand entities and thus understand associations.

However, these systems organized associations in different ways, and sup-
ported different sets of exploration operations.

– Explass, as described in this paper, recommended a total of up to 10 patterns
(giving priority to patterns of a short length), and up to 10 classes and
10 relations as facet values. We set τ, μC , μR to 0.1, 0.7, 0.7, respectively.

– RelClus [19] organized associations inclusively into an expandable/collapsible
hierarchy of clusters for refocusing. Each cluster was labeled with a unique
pattern matched by all the associations in the cluster.

– RF reproduced the core feature of RelFinder [10], namely faceted associa-
tion exploration. However, we did not reproduce the visualization technique
adopted by RelFinder in order to make it comparable with the other two sys-
tems. Besides, in order to be comparable with Explass, RF also recommended
up to 10 classes and 10 relations according to Sect. 6, and the parameters
were set to the same values as in Explass.

7.4 Procedure

Subjects were instructed not to use their prior knowledge of the tasks, and they
were not permitted to use tools other than the given system. Each subject carried
out two random tasks using each of the three systems arranged in random order,
and all the six tasks were different. Before using each system, a tutorial was given
to demonstrate its functionality. The subject was then given the first task as a
warmup. After that, she was given the second task and responded to two pre-
task questions in Table 2 about exploration context. She had to complete this
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Table 3. Post-task Questions and Responses about Exploration Effectiveness

Question
Response: Mean (SD) F (2, 38) LSD post-hoc
Explass RelClus RF (p-value) (p < 0.05)

Q1: The system helped me
get an overview of all the
information.

4.25 3.80 3.05 14.989 Explass,RelClus > RF
(0.85) (0.77) (0.94) (0.000)

Q2: The system helped me
easily find information
relevant to this task.

4.30 3.25 3.15 18.769 Explass > RelClus,RF
(0.57) (0.79) (0.99) (0.000)

Q3: The system helped me
easily compare and
synthesize all kinds of
relevant information.

4.00 3.25 2.60 14.901 Explass > RelClus > RF
(0.86) (0.85) (0.99) (0.000)

Q4: The system provided
me with much support for
carrying out this task.

4.10 3.45 2.85 16.172 Explass > RelClus > RF
(0.72) (0.94) (0.88) (0.000)

Q5: The system provided
me with sufficient support
for carrying out this task.a

3.85 3.20 2.65 11.636 Explass > RelClus,RF
(0.88) (1.11) (0.75) (0.000)

a Different from Q4, this question targets the functions that are expected but missing.

task in ten minutes, during which all her operations were recorded. Finally, she
responded to five post-task questions in Table 3 about exploration effectiveness
(which were inspired by [4]), responded to the widely-used system usability scale
(SUS), and commented on the system. Questions were responded using a five-
point Likert item from 1 for strongly disagree to 5 for strongly agree.

7.5 Results and Discussion

Exploration Context. Pre-task questions in Table 2 capture subject-perceived
task difficulty and domain familiarity. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed that
the differences in subjects’ mean ratings with different systems were not statis-
tically significant (p > 0.05), which supported that tasks were carried out with
different systems in comparable contexts in terms of task difficulty and domain
familiarity. So these two factors can be excluded from the following discussion.

User Experience. Post-task questions Q1–Q5 in Table 3 capture subjects’
exploration experience with different systems. Repeated measures ANOVA re-
vealed that the differences in subjects’ mean ratings were all statistically signif-
icant (p < 0.01). LSD post-hoc tests (p < 0.05) revealed that, according to Q1,
Explass and RelClus provided a better overview of all the associations than RF
due to the use of patterns. According to Q2 and Q3, compared with RF and
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Table 4. SUS Scores

Mean (SD) F (2, 38) LSD post-hoc
Explass RelClus RF (p-value) (p < 0.05)

76.13 68.00 62.75 9.062 Explass > RelClus,RF
(12.53) (17.93) (14.93) (0.001)

Table 5. Average Number of Exploration Operations Performed per Task

Operation Explass RelClus RF

Refocusing by expanding or collapsing a pattern 9.55 19.60 n/a
Refining the search by a pattern filter or canceling it 0.35 n/a n/a
Refining the search by a facet value filter or canceling it 5.35 n/a 9.60

RelClus, Explass helped subjects more easily find, compare, and synthesize as-
sociations by using frequent, informative, and small-overlapping patterns and
facet values. Finally, according to Q4 and Q5, Explass provided subjects with
more comprehensive support for exploring associations than RF and RelClus.

Table 4 summarizes SUS scores of different systems. Repeated measures
ANOVA revealed that the difference in SUS score was statistically significant
(p < 0.01). LSD post-hoc tests (p < 0.05) revealed that Explass was more us-
able than RF and RelClus.

User Behavior. Table 5 summarizes the average number of exploration oper-
ations performed per task on different systems. On Explass, both patterns and
facets were frequently used, indicating that they were notably complementary in
terms of usage. However, patterns were mostly used to refocus but rarely used
to refine the search. Besides, compared with RelClus whose hierarchical organi-
zation of patterns needed to be explored step by step, fewer pattern operations
were performed on Explass mainly due to its flat organization of patterns.

User Feedback and Discussion. We summarized all the major comments
that were made by at least five subjects. On RelClus, 6 subjects (30%) said a
hierarchy of clusters labeled with patterns provided a good overview of all the
associations and helped refocus on a particular theme, but 11 subjects (55%) said
patterns at a high level were often too general to be useful, and they were often
confused about the deep and complicated hierarchies. On RF, 5 subjects (25%)
said recommended classes and relations were useful filters, but 8 subjects (40%)
said they needed a better overview for summarizing associations. On Explass,
14 subjects (70%) said recommended patterns provided a good summary of
associations and helped refocus on a particular theme when recommended facet
values helped filter associations, but 11 subjects (55%) said some very large
clusters could be divided into small ones.
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These comments were consistent with subjects’ experience and behavior re-
ported previously. All of these collectively supported our hypotheses H1 and H2.

– As to H1, Explass better leveraged patterns than RelClus because, firstly,
RelClus may provide a deep and complicated hierarchy of patterns, whereas
Explass recommended a size-controllable flat list (top-K) of patterns. Sec-
ondly, RelClus may provide very general and meaningless patterns, whereas
Explass considered the informativeness of patterns in recommendation.

– As to H2, patterns and facets were complementary because frequent, infor-
mative, and small-overlapping patterns provided an overview that meaning-
fully summarized significant subsets of associations covering diverse themes
to be refocused on, when facets provided useful filters for refining the search.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have realized exploratory association search in a new way by recommending
top-K patterns and facet values, which have been shown to be notably comple-
mentary in terms of usage: patterns for summarizing and refocusing, and facets
for refining and filtering. Compared with RelClus, our Explass provides a flat
list (top-K) of clusters, which avoids deep and complicated hierarchies as on
RelClus but sometimes produces very large clusters. Whereas such a large clus-
ter could be divided into small ones by using this pattern as a filter to refine the
search and obtaining its subclusters, such an operation was rarely performed by
subjects in the user study, indicating that our design of user interface still needs
to be carefully improved. In the future, we will also extend the notion of pattern
to support the exploration of associations between more than two entities, or
more generally, the entire entity-relation graph.

To recommend appropriate patterns and facet values, our novel solution has
considered their frequency, informativeness, and overlap, and has exploited onto-
logical semantics, query context, and information theory. Though it was proposed
to deal with associations, the solution or its components may also be applied to
recommend facet values for entity search. In the future, we will compare it with
existing methods in this direction.
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